
FCW: FREEDOM Fighters



Location: San Juan High School Gym

Attendance: 276

The FCW commentary team thank the viewer for buying the DVD of FCW: Freedom FIghters. They 

run down the card and take particular note of the tag team title match.

Bambino: The Latino Kings have been gunning for those titles for months, it’s their time!

Cueball: Their time?! Give me a break, they’ve lost those titles 5 times already, Relentless have 

NEVER lost them.

Bambino: That’s an odd way of saying that indeed the latino Kings are the most decorated tag team 

in FCW history and THAT’s why they are my favourites tonight.

Cueball: Lemme guess you also think Handsome Stranger will lose tonight too?

Bambino: You never bet against the house, and House Handsome will do what it takes to win. But 

yes, we all know all it takes is one punch from Bradford and we could have a new Puerto Rican 

Champ.



New Years Rumble

The opening Contest is an FCW tradition, the new year kicks off with a 10 man rumble, none of 

the competitors can have won the FCW Puerto Rican Title before. The winner, gets a shot at that 

very title. So far Kirk Jameson (now in USPW) is the only winner to have successfully won the 

title through it, despite this it remains a fan favourite match.

All men begin in the ring and so it’s a truly chaotic affair. Especially with the sheer mismatches 

in sizes and styles. You’ve got giants such as ‘SUMO Style’ Kanishoki and House of Handsome’s 

resident powerhouse Juggernaut Jones but then you also have Young & Wasted (Kyle & Norton) 

flying around at all angles.

It’s one half of Harlem Knights, Curtis Shaw, who impresses the crowd, eliminating USAce and 

Bret Kyle at the same time before pulling off the feat of lifting the super heavyweight Kanishoki 

over the ropes.

Kanishoki, Carlos Gonzalez, Martyr, Curtis Shaw, USAce, 

Bret Kyle, Tyler Norton, Marco Gonzalez, Cobra, Juggernaut Jones



New Years Rumble

Shaw is enjoying torturing Tyler Norton until The Gonzalez Family team up to take the big man 

out. Marco however takes this opportunity to dump out his uncle! Carlos is stunned as he picks 

himself off the floor, Marco smirks at him. There’s a moment of tension before Carlos smirks 

back as if it say ‘ok, you got me there.’

Meanwhile Cobra has been trying to outwit his massive opponent, Juggs. He’s ultimately 

unsuccessful and gets slammed out for his trouble but together Tyler Norton and Marco hoist 

Juggernaut Jones out. 

Carlos Gonzalez, Martyr, Curtis Shaw,

Tyler Norton, Marco Gonzalez, Cobra, Juggernaut Jones



New Years Rumble

Carlos and Tyler look across the ring at a man who has mostly stayed out of the action. The 

Madman ‘God’s Favourite’, Martyr. He is stood facing out towards the crowd but he turns his head 

round to look at the two young boys. His mask covers his mouth but his eyes still manage to 

convey a look of complete insanity. Wide eyed he stares at the two. Marco yells c’mon to Tyler as 

the two charge. 

A big uppercut knocks down Marco, Tyler looks scared to be one on one with Martyr and this 

proves to be a completely reasonable reaction as within seconds Tyler is screaming in pain and 

being tossed out the ring.

Marco senses the opportunity and just as quick as he did to his uncle he pulls Martyr up by the 

legs just enough to toss him over the rope.

Marco wins! At only 18 years old, the complete rookie has earned himself a Puerto Rican 

Championship match!

Martyr, Tyler Norton, Marco 

Gonzalez



New Years Rumble

Puerto Rican Power, the legend of FCW, 6 time champ and now commissioner 

makes his way to the ring. He looks as surprised as everyone as he hands the 

youngster his contract for a future title shot. As a lifelong friend of his father’s 

he doesn’t attempt to stay impartial and warmly congratulates him and raises his 

hands to a wild applause from the crowd. 

Carlos slinks back into the ring. With no hard feelings for the elimination, he 

too rises the other arm and celebrates with his nephew.  



Welcome to the House of Handsome (their private dressing room)

Handsome Stranger: Let’s face it by now we need no introduction, we control 

FCW. Just look at all the gold. Tough luck out there Juggs but tonight will 

still be our night. 

Frederique: El Jefe is right, we run this place. And we do it in style. Don’t forget 

that out their tonight. Bring back the gold and send the fans home crying. 

Handsome Stranger, Frederique, Xavi Ferrera, Rob Reynolds, Ricochet Ramone and Juggernaut Jones



Singles Match

‘The Man Beast’ Bull Wrecker has targeted the 400lbs Jolly Giant Ox Mastadon for a while now, 

viewing the fan favourite as a big potential scalp on his rise through FCW. 

Bull Wrecker impressed many lately, he clearly puts a lot of work in keeping his physique 

however the sheer size of Ox proved to be too much even for the heavyweight. 

OX has zero technical skill, he’s afraid of heights and can’t touch his own toes. But the man 

knows how to use his weight, ploughing through opponents. 

When Bull Wrecker risks going up top for a diving clothesline he misses, falls to the matt and 

leaves himself open for a Ten Tonne Splash which gives Ox the win.

Ox Mastadon vs Bull Wrecker



Latino King Turf

Hector paces up and down a street corner. Rudy stands behind, chest puffed out, arms crossed. 

Hector: ROB REYNOLDS, RICOCHET RAMONE! DO YOU REALISE WHAT YOU DONE?

Rudy: You silly little boys, you’ve gotten yourselves involved in something you can’t control. 

Hector: YOU PUT OUR BOY IN THE HOSPITAL?! This is real shit now. We gonna hurt you. 

Rudy: This is war. And Latino Kings come hard. Scorched Earth style. You didn’t deserve a warning. 

But take this as one. 

The two hold up their hands in their signature ‘K’ gang sign and push the camera away.

Hector Galindo and Rudy Velasquez



Singles Match

Two former Puerto Rican Champs square off in a huge singles match. Whilst it’s not an official number one 

contendership match there is a clear sense that both of these are on the cusp of title contention. 

Kip understands the threat his 6”9 opponent possesses and he spends most the match trying to pry for a 

technical opening, keeping his distance and staying low. 

The crowd erupt when the fight spills outside the ring and around the arena. With Brody throwing Keenan 

against walls, ring posts and steps. Kip is down by the ring railings, he fights back and gets to his feet but 

then wait a second… 

He’s handcuffed! Who did that? It must have been someone from the crowd. 

Brody looks as confused as Kip but he doesn’t waste the chance to hit a massive big boot that knocks Kip 

flat out, with just his hand held up by the cuffs. 

Brody climbs in the ring and instructs the referee to count. Ryan Holland is disgusted, he hates a count out 

as much as the crowd but he has no choice. 

Kip Keenan vs Giant Brody



Singles Match

Brody smirks, he would have preferred to send a clearer message but a win over Kip is a big deal. 

He looks over as a woman climbs over the barricade. She must be who handcuffed Kip!

Brody doesn’t recognise the woman but he looks her up and down and is impressed. He’s surprised 

she helped him win but he’s stunned at what she does next. 

She walks right up to the giant, stares him in the eye and with one fingers beckons him lower so 

she’s able to give him an over the top dramatic kiss. 

The crowd hate this, seeing one of their favourites cheated by this stranger, but it clearly doesn’t 

bother her as she leads out Giant Brody by the hand. 

Kip Keenan vs Giant Brody



People’s Championship

House of Handsome member Xavi Ferrera fights Puerto Rico’s own Island Boy apollo in a tightly 

contested match up. Xavi attempts to use his flashy arsenal to wow the crowd and overwhelm his 

opponent but Apollo’s spirit never lets him down. He just keeps coming at Xavi and the champ 

starts to panic. 

He flails at him, he tries springboard kicks and misses, but the real mistake is going his signature 

Ferrerarana when Apollo wasn’t weakened enough first, it gets reversed into an Island Driver and 

Island Boy Apollo wins his first ever singles title!

Xavi is dazed but looks shocked and embarrassed to wake up and see Ryan Holland handing his 

opponent the People’s Championship. 

Xavi Ferrera © vs Island Boy Apollo



People’s Championship

Apollo breaks into tears as he holds the title high for the crowd to celebrate with him. The 

People’s Championship has always been important to FCW and the fans are delighted to see it away 

from the grasp of House of Handsome.

Apollo’s tag partner ‘The Daredevil’ Kid San Juan joins him in the ring, congratulates him with a 

big hug and the two enjoy a special moment with the fans.

Island Boy Apollo and Kid San Juan



Tag Team Titles

The Latino Kings are dangerous in their sleep. FCW veterans who have played a big part in the promotions 

history. But tonight they’ve upped their game even higher. With Jesus Chavez in hospital following a vicious 

beatdown from The House of Handsome last month the two are out for blood. 

It doesn’t take long for them to get it, a big elbow busts open Ricochet, getting a great reaction from the 

crowd. But this isn’t a first blood match and Relentless have the stamina to weather the initial onslaught. 

All 4 participants are lightweight, with a mixture of styles at their disposal however it’s all heavy hitting 

stuff, tempers have boiled over and all hell has broken loose.

But with Jesus not in the building Relentless are able to take advantage of the numbers game when 

Juggernaut Jones is able to slide some brass knuckles into the ring without the referee noticing. He then 

climbs up on the apron to provide the needed distraction for Ricochet to clock Rudy between the eyes. 

Hector tries to make the save but Rob intercepts with a takedown that allows Relentless to get the pin.

Relentless © vs Latino Kings



Backstage

It feels as though the entire locker room has fought with House of Handsome, but lately these 

two fan favourites have vowed to put an end to their dominance. 

Mutant: Ow Baby! I can feel it in the air. I can smell it. Tonight is the night man. This hand right 

here [he grabs Bradford’s left hand] is gonna do it. It’s gonna knock so many teeth out even his 

momma won’t be calling him Handsome anymore. 

Bradford nods. He’s unusually quiet, fully focussed, ready for the task at hand. 

Mutant: And you don’t need to worry about Frederique or whatever freak they try to send. Imma 

stand right here and make sure you get this one on one. Go do it. You Braddy The Baddy, get shit 

done.

Bradford steps out into the crowd and mutant smirks as he hears the great reaction.

Mutant and Bradford Peverell



Puerto Rican Championship

The main event manages to capture a real big fight feel. Handsome Stranger takes his time 

making his way to the ring, soaking in the boos. He laughs at children, he rips signs, he insults 

whoever he wants. The prototypical heel. He’s done it all, and say what you want about his tactics 

but the man knows how to get the job done. 

But Bradford knows how to knock people out. And sometimes that’s all it takes. 

The challenger isn’t a one trick pony, he’s able to keep up with Handsome as the two grapple. He’s 

able to match his strength. And when Handsome takes off the turnbuckle pad he’s able to avoid his 

attempts to whip him into it. Handsome looks frustrated just as Xavi did that it seems like his 

initial game plan is not coming off. 

Handsome Stranger vs Bradford Peverell



Puerto Rican Championship

It looks like it’s all over for the champ when after a big forearm knocks him back towards the 

corner dazed Bradford cocks his arm and unleashes the Dream Left Hook. It should have been 

lights out but Handsome slumped over to the side, Bradford connects with the exposed turnbuckle! 

It’s immediately clear something is wrong, Bradford, usually stoic and able to put on a game face 

screams out in pain. He clutches his left hand in his right but this only causes more pain.

The champ wastes no time in slapping on a wrist lock, it’s a rudimentary hold but applied on 

someone with what seems like a completely shattered hand it’s devastating and leaves the 

challenger no choice but to tap. 

The belt is handed back to the champion whose celebrations do not look like a man who just got what 

could easily be called a lucky win.

Handsome Stranger vs Bradford Peverell



The FCW commentary team thank the viewer once again for buying the DVD of FCW: Freedom 

FIghters. 

Bambino: I can’t believe it, Bradford was so close. He hits that hook and it’s over. I’m certain!

Cueball: Who cares about hypotheticals, The House of Handsome won’t, and tonight they got the 

job done.

Bambino: You say that but don’t forget, Island Boy Apollo did it! You know what, I think the house 

is crumbling. It’s a new year and Xavi losing the People’s Championship spells the end for the 

house.

Cueball: Oh and I bet you think Marco actually has a chance against Handsome?

Bambino: We both know Marco is only a rookie, he may have Gonzalez blood and winning the New 

Year’s Rumble is no mean feat. Is he ready to take on someone on the level of Handsome? I don’t 

know but how about you guys at home let us know. We love hearing your thoughts and hope you 

join us again next month!


